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We’re VERY excited for our spring and summer sessions.  With more pool time and higher numbers at practice, we’re 

excited that things are going to look a LOT more like normal BAC sessions in the past.  This includes more uniform 

practice groups, more consistent coaching, and the ability to make a reliable practice plan that builds from one part of 

the season to the next.  To that end, listed below we have outline of the practice plan for the SAPPHIRE group 

 

**We do offer Sapphire programming in the summer as well as the spring.  You can reach out now if you have any 

questions about it, but we’ll also have more information later this spring.  However, this plan is focused more on the 7-

week spring session than the 17-week spring/summer season. 

 

 

SEASON PLAN: 

Sapphire is a great group to introduce young swimmers to more challenging sets and practices, and other elements of 

training.  However, a ‘season plan’ for swimmers of this age obviously isn’t going to look like the training plans for our 

older athletes. The season plan for Sapphire does have some ‘week by week’ elements, but is more about what the 

groups will be focusing on throughout this spring 

 

• “THING OF THE DAY OF THE WEEK” 

o With a more consistent practice and coaching schedule this spring, we’re bringing back this Trophy 
Group Classic 

▪ TOTDOTW is something we spend 5-10 minutes on at every practice for the entire week. 

▪ Examples include ready position and streamlines, counting freestyle strokes per 25, streamline 
kick without a board, breaststroke pullouts, etc. 

 

• WEEKS 1-2 
o ‘Strong emphasis on technique and building practice habits 

▪ Ready position, streamlines, proper head and body position 
o Introduction to or reminder on BC3 (bi-lateral breathing) 

o Higher effort sets will be predominantly kicking sets 

o Work in some very focused and detailed work on things like starts, turns, etc. 

• WEEKS 3-4 

o Continued emphasis on good technique and great habits across all 4 strokes 
o Building on the aerobic swimming of the first few weeks by adding in some longer swims and/or longer 

sets, while maintain the good habits that we’ve been ‘hyper-focused’ on. 

▪ Head and body position, strong kick, long and smooth strokes 

• WEEKS 5-6 

o Emphasis is on ‘putting it all together’ 

o Increased fast swims and racing in practice, focusing on doing all of the ‘right things’ while racing 

• WEEK 7 
o Revisiting and reminding of the main emphasis throughout the season, with plenty of FUN mixed in! 
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